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Abstract
This work investigates the numbers of Padovan and Perrin hybrids. At first, the hybrid numbers, the sequences
in the hybrid form and their matrix forms are ordered as studied sequences. Thus, it was possible to display the
negative index hybrids, define some identities belonging to these hybrid sequences, develop novel theorems and
present them as binomial sums of the Padovan and Perrin hybrids.
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1. Introduction
A recursive linear sequence has an infinite number of terms and is generated by a linear recurrence, called a recurrence

formula, which allows you to calculate the terms of the sequence from its predecessors. Thus, in order to be able to calculate
the terms of a sequence, it is necessary to know its initial terms. For mathematics, sequences are found in the area of number
theory and have applicability in several areas.

In the mathematical scope, the Fibonacci sequence is the most explored sequence, however, the Padovan sequence is
considered a prime Fibonacci sequence which is a linear and recurrent type sequence of third order, of integers. The Padovan
Sequence, named after the Italian architect Richard Padovan (1935 - ?) [13], his work and contributions have important
repercussions for research in Mathematics.

On the other hand, we have the Perrin sequence, which is a linear and recurrent sequence of integers and presents the same
recurrence relation as the Padovan sequence, differing only in the terms of the sequence. This sequence was defined in 1899
by the French mathematician Olivier Raoul Perrin (1841-1910) [16]. Due to the similarity between the Padovan and Perrin
sequences, in the works of [2, 6, 12] properties and identities between these numbers are presented.

So we have the recurrences of the Padovan and Perrin sequences defined below.

Definition 1.1. The recurrence of the sequence of Padovan and Perrin, respectively, is given by:

Pn = Pn−2 +Pn−3,n > 3,
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Pen = Pen−2 +Pen−3,n≥ 3

being P0 = P1 = P2 = 1, Pe0 = 3, Pe1 = 0 and Pe2 = 2 the initial conditions.

Since these sequences have the same recurrence relation, we can perform algebraic operations in order to obtain the
characteristic polynomial of these sequences [1].

Definition 1.2. The characteristic polynomial of the Padovan and Perrin Sequence is defined as:

x3− x−1 = 0,

having three roots, two complex and one real.

And yet, in the literature of pure mathematics, there is the set of hybrid numbers, defined by [10], which presents the
complex, hyperbolic and dual numbers together, combined with each other.

Definition 1.3. A hybrid number is defined as:

K= {z = a+bi+ cε +dh : a,b,c,d ∈ R, i2 =−1,ε2 = 0,h2 = 1, ih =−hi = ε + i}

From the definition of hybrid numbers, it is possible to perform some operations with these numbers, namely: addition,
subtraction, multiplication by scalar. As for the multiplication between two hybrid numbers, this product is obtained by
distributing the terms to the right, preserving the order of multiplication of the units and using the equalities i2 =−1,ε2 =
0,h2 = 1, ih =−hi = ε + i.

From the multiplication of the imaginary units, we can present the table of the multiplication of a hybrid number, as shown
in the Table 1.

· 1 i ε h
1 1 i ε h
i i −1 1−h ε +i
ε ε 1+h 0 − ε

h h − ε −i ε 1
Table 1. Multiplication table for K.

Furthermore, from the hybrid numbers it is possible to present their conjugate, denoted by z and is defined as

z = a−bi− cε−dh

and the real number
C(z) = zz = zz = a2 +(b− c)2− c2−d2 = a2 +b2−2bc−d2

is called the hybrid number character, where the root of the absolute value of that real number will be the hybrid number norm.
z, so we have to: ‖z‖=

√
|C(z)|.

From the linear recursive sequences and the hybrid numbers, the hybridization process of the sequences is then carried out,
as seen in [4, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15]. For the Padovan and Perrin sequence we can define these numbers as:

Definition 1.4. The hybrid numbers of Padovan and Perrin, denoted by PHn and PeHn, are defined as:

PHn = Pn +Pn+1i+Pn+2ε +Pn+3h,

PeHn = Pen +Pen+1i+Pen+2ε +Pen+3h,

where PH0 = 1+ i+ε +2h and PH1 = 1+ i+2ε +2h and PH2 = 1+2i+2ε +3h the initial conditions for hybrids of Padovan
and PeH0 = 3+2ε +3h and PeH1 = 2i+3ε +2h and PeH2 = 2+3i+2ε +5h the initial conditions for Perrin hybrids.

Based on the work of [11], we can present the hybrid Padovan matrix form (Qn) given by:

Qn =

PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1

 , for n > 1.
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That satisfies equality Qn =UnQ, where:

U =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

 ,Q =

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h

 ,
So, for n = 1, you have that:

Q1 =U1Q =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
2+3i+4ε +5h 2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h
1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h


=

PH3 PH2 PH1
PH4 PH3 PH2
PH2 PH1 PH0


Assuming it is valid for n = k,(k ∈ Z):

Qk =UkQ =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

k1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

PHk+2 PHk+1 PHk
PHk+3 PHk+2 PHk+1
PHk+1 PHk PHk−1


In this way, it is shown that it is valid for n = k+1,(k ∈ Z):

Qk+1 =Uk+1Q =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

k+11+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

k0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn Pn−1 Pn−2

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

PHk+3 PHk+2 PHk+1
PHk+4 PHk+3 PHk+2
PHk+2 PHk+1 PHk


Furthermore, the Perrin hybrid matrix (Wn) is given by:

Wn =

PeHn+2 PeHn+1 PeHn
PeHn+3 PeHn+2 PeHn+1
PeHn+1 PeHn PeHn−1

, for n > 1.
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That satisfies equality Wn = AnW , where

A =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

 ,W =

2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h
3+2i+5ε +5h 2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h

2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h −1+3i+2h

 .
With this, based on what was previously presented and based on the work of [17], in this work, we will present several

identities on Padovan and Perrin hybrid numbers, their extension to hybrids with negative indices and identities around them.

2. Results
Based on the definitions seen in the introduction referring to the hybrid numbers of Padovan and Perrin, some theorems are

then developed with the aim of carrying out a new investigative study on these numbers.

Definition 2.1. Hybrid numbers of Padovan and Perrin with negative indices are defined by:

PH−n = P−n +P−n+1i+P−n+2ε +P−n+3h

PeH−n = Pe−n +Pe−n+1i+Pe−n+2ε +Pe−n+3h

Based on this, we can obtain the binomial sums of the Padovan hybrid numbers in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. The following identities are valid:
(i)∑

n
k=0
(n

k

)
PHk = PH3n,

(ii)∑
n
k=0
(n

k

)
PHk+1 = PH3n+1,

Proof. (i) According to Binet’s formula of Padovan hybrid numbers PHn = Axn
1 +Bxn

2 +Cxn
3, one has that:

n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
PHk =

n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
(Axk

1 +Bxk
2 +Cxk

3)

A
n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
xk

1 +B
n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
xk

2 +C
n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
xk

3

A(1+ x1)
n +B(1+ x2)

n +C(1+ x3)
n.

Considering the infinite interactions of the cubic roots given by the expression ψ =
3
√

1+ 3
√

1+ 3
√

1+..., one can establish
the relation ψ3 = 1+ψ , where ψ represents the real Padovan root [5]. Hence, 1+ x1 = x3

1,1+ x2 = x3
2 and 1+ x3 = x3

3. With
that, ∑

n
k=0
(n

k

)
PHk = PH3n.

(ii) Similarly to demonstration (i), this Identity can be validated.

Thus, we have the binomial sums of the Perrin hybrid numbers in the following proposition. Since the proof of these sums
is similar to the Padovan hybrid numbers discussed in the previous Theorem, we omit the proof.

Theorem 2.3. The following identities are valid:
(i)∑

n
k=0
(n

k

)
PeHk = PeH3n,

(ii)∑
n
k=0
(n

k

)
PeHk+1 = PeH3n+1.

Theorem 2.4. For m > 3, n > 3, one can:
PHn+2PHm +PHn+1PHm+1 +PHnPHm−1 = PHn+m +PHn+m+1i+PHn+m+2ε +PHn+m+3h.

Proof. According to the matrix form of the Padovan hybrid numbers:

U =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

 ,Q =

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h

 ,
Un =

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

 .
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Resulting in Qn =UnQ:PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1


Thus, performing (Qn)(Qm), one can equal the term a13, obtaining:

PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1

PHm+2 PHm+1 PHm
PHm+3 PHm+2 PHm+1
PHm+1 PHm PHm−1

= PHn+2PHm +PHn+1PHm+1 +PHnPHm−1.

By definition, one has to PHn = PHn+m +PHn+m+1i+PHn+m+2ε +PHn+m+3h.
Soon:

PHn+2PHm +PHn+1PHm+1 +PHnPHm−1 = PHn+m +PHn+m+1i+PHn+m+2ε +PHn+m+3h.

Theorem 2.5. For m > 0, n > 0, one has to:
PeHn+2PeHm +PeHn+1PeHm+1 +PeHnPeHm−1 = PeHn+m +PeHn+m+1i+PeHn+m+2ε +PeHn+m+3h.

Proof. According to the matrix form of Perrin’s hybrid numbers:

A =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

 ,W =

2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h
3+2i+5ε +5h 2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h

2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h −1+3i+2h

 ,
AnW =

PeHn+2 PeHn+1 PeHn
PeHn+3 PeHn+2 PeHn+1
PeHn+1 PeHn PeHn−1

 .
Thus, performing (Wn)(Wm), one can equal the term a13, obtaining:

PeHn+2 PeHn+1 PeHn
PeHn+3 PeHn+2 PeHn+1
PeHn+1 PeHn PeHn−1

PeHm+2 PeHm+1 PeHm
PeHm+3 PeHm+2 PeHm+1
PeHm+1 PeHm PeHm−1

= PeHn+2PeHm +PeHn+1PeHm+1 +PeHnPeHm−1

By definition, one has to PeHn = PeHn+m +PeHn+m+1i+PeHn+m+2ε +PeHn+m+3h. Soon:

PeHn+2PeHm +PeHn+1PeHm+1 +PeHnPeHm−1 = PeHn+m +PeHn+m+1i+PeHn+m+2ε +PeHn+m+3h.

Theorem 2.6. For m > 3, n > 3, one has to:
(i)PHm+n−PHm+n+1i−PHm+n+2ε−PHm+n+3h = PHm+2PHn +PHm+1PHn+1 +PHmPHn−1,
(ii)PHn+m +PHn+m+1i+PHn+m+2ε +PHn+m+3h = PHm+2PHn +PHm+1PHn+1 +PHmPHn−1.

Proof. Using the conjugate of the matrix Q, called Q, where:

Q =

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h

.

Thus, performing:

UnQ =

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h
2−2i−3ε−4h 1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h
1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h i− ε−h


=

PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1

 .
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Thus, considering the element a13, it can be said that:
(i)Q(Um+nQ) = (QUm)(UnQ),

Q(Um+nQ) = Q

Pn+m−2 Pn+m−3 Pn+m−4
Pn+m−1 Pn+m−2 Pn+m−3
Pn+m−3 Pn+m−4 Pn+m−5

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h
2−2i−3ε−4h 1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h
1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h i− ε−h

PHn+m+2 PHn+m+1 PHn+m
PHn+m+3 PHn+m+2 PHn+m+1
PHn+m+1 PHn+m PHn+m−1


=

PHn+m+2 PHn+m+1 PHn+m
PHn+m+3 PHn+m+2 PHn+m+1
PHn+m+1 PHn+m PHn+m−1

 .

(QUm)(UnQ) =

1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h
2−2i−3ε−4h 1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h
1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h i− ε−h

Pm−2 Pm−3 Pm−4
Pm−1 Pm−2 Pm−3
Pm−3 Pm−4 Pm−5

(UnQ)

=

PHm+2 PHm+1 PHm
PHm+3 PHm+2 PHm+1
PHm+1 PHm PHm−1

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h


=

PHm+2 PHm+1 PHm
PHm+3 PHm+2 PHm+1
PHm+1 PHm PHm−1

PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1


(ii)(QUm+n)Q = (QUm)(UnQ),

(QUm+n)Q =

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h

Pm+n−2 Pm+n−3 Pm+n−4
Pm+n−1 Pm+n−2 Pm+n−3
Pm+n−3 Pm+n−4 Pm+n−5

Q

=

PHm+n+2 PHm+n+1 PHm+n
PHm+n+3 PHm+n+2 PHm+n+1
PHm+n+1 PHm+n PHm+n−1

1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h
2−2i−3ε−4h 1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h
1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h i− ε−h


=

PHm+n+2 PHm+n+1 PHm+n
PHm+n+3 PHm+n+2 PHm+n+1
PHm+n+1 PHm+n PHm+n−1



(QUm)(UnQ) =

1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h
2+2i+3ε +4h 1+2i+2ε +3h 1+ i+2ε +2h
1+ i+2ε +2h 1+ i+ ε +2h i+ ε +h

Pm−2 Pm−3 Pm−4
Pm−1 Pm−2 Pm−3
Pm−3 Pm−4 Pm−5

(UnQ)

=

PHm+2 PHm+1 PHm
PHm+3 PHm+2 PHm+1
PHm+1 PHm PHm−1

Pn−2 Pn−3 Pn−4
Pn−1 Pn−2 Pn−3
Pn−3 Pn−4 Pn−5

1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h
2−2i−3ε−4h 1−2i−2ε−3h 1− i−2ε−2h
1− i−2ε−2h 1− i− ε−2h i− ε−h


=

PHm+2 PHm+1 PHm
PHm+3 PHm+2 PHm+1
PHm+1 PHm PHm−1

PHn+2 PHn+1 PHn
PHn+3 PHn+2 PHn+1
PHn+1 PHn PHn−1



Theorem 2.7. For m > 0, n > 0, one has to:
(i)PeHm+n−PeHm+n+1i−PeHm+n+2ε−PeHm+n+3h = PeHm+2PeHn +PeHm+1PeHn+1 +PeHmPeHn−1,
(ii)PeHn+m +PeHn+m+1i+PeHn+m+2ε +PeHn+m+3h = PeHm+2PeHn +PeHm+1PeHn+1 +PeHmPeHn−1.
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Proof. Using the conjugate of the matrix W , called W , where:

W =

2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h
3+2i+5ε +5h 2+3i+2ε +5h 2i+3ε +2h

2i+3ε +2h 3+2ε +3h −1+3i+2h

.

Thus, performing:

AnW =

0 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

n2−3i−2ε−5h 2i−3ε−2h 3−2ε−3h
3−2i−5ε−5h 2−3i−2ε−5h 2i−3ε−2h

2i−3ε−2h 3−2ε−3h −1−3i−2h

=

PeHn+2 PeHn+1 PeHn
PeHn+3 PeHn+2 PeHn+1
PeHn+1 PeHn PeHn−1

 .
Thus, considering the element a13, it can be said that:

(i)W (Am+nW ) = (WAm)(AnW ),
(ii)W (Am+nW ) = (WAm)(AnW ).

3. Conclusion
This work carried out an investigative study around the hybrid numbers of Padovan and Perrin, developing new and proven

theorems based on fundamental algebraic operations and their respective matrix forms. Thus, the results presented here have
the bias of motivating further studies on the numbers of Padovan and Perrin hybrids, improving the investigation for other
numerical sequences.
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